
Drill

Drill: 50 Pass Drill

Goal: Equipment/# players needed: 10 players, 1 ball

Sketch:

Description: Based on the clinic of Rene Spandauw at the HBW Clinic on the 
29th of December 1998.
This is a half court 5 on 5 drill.
The first team to make 50 passes is the winner of the drill. You do not 
have to score (yet). Losers run.
You are not allowed to dribble the basketball. A dribble or a 
turnover (travel, out of bounds) changes possession.
After you made a pass and before you can receive another one, 
you have to touch the baseline first. If you catch another pass 
before having touched the baseline, this is also considered a 
turnover and changes the possession of the basketball to the other 
team.
At the start and on any turnover you start over at mid court.

As said, the first team to 50 wins the drill.
After a while you can insert a few things to make it even more 
competitive.
First: You can add scoring. You're still not allowed to dribble the 



basketball. But if you score a basket, you get 5 additional points. 
The team that gets the rebound will start again at mid court, even 
on a made shot.
Secondly: If you score on a backdoor cut, you get rewarded 10 
extra points. The team that gets the rebound will start again at mid 
court, even on a made shot.

Load(s):  Physical     Mental     Technical     Pressure    

 Social/emotional     

LTAD stage(s):  Fundamentals     Learn to Train     Train to Train     

 Train to Compete     Train To Win    

Categorie(s):  Ball Handling     Defense    Dribbling    

Dynamic 1 on 1     Footwork     

 Fundamental Movements     Passing     Picks     

Principals/Actions    Rebounding     Screens    

Shooting    Static 1 on 1    

Phase(s): A    B    C    D     
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